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FADE IN:

INT.INTERROGATION ROOM - UNKNOWN TIME

JOSH (18), average height and weight, sits in a chair. In

front of him is a table with a chair on the other side of

it. The only thing that lights the room is one light on the

left and one on the right. They hang on each side of the

wall.

Behind Josh is a long mirror. He looks at the table. Josh

gets up and looks at the mirror.

JOSH"S REFLECTION in the mirror gives an evil smile. Josh

frowns towards his reflection. He looks behind him and sees

a CLONE JOSH The clone sits on the chair on the other side

of the table and smiles.

Josh walks up to the Clone Josh. Clone Josh continues to

smile at Josh. Josh looks back at the mirror. Josh’s

reflection is gone. Then, his eye swoop back to Josh’s

Clone, which is also gone.

Josh goes back to his seat and sits down. The chair on the

other side of the table disappears. Josh looks behind him.

The mirror is now gone. He turns his head in front of him.

The table is now gone.

Josh looks at the wall in front of him. He smiles.

The left light in the room goes out. The right light in the

room goes out.

The lights both come back on at the same time. Josh is gone.

The mirror reappears. Josh’s reflection appears in the

mirror and smiles. Clone Josh appears in a chair across from

the mirror and smiles.

Suddenly, Josh’s reflection cries. Clone Josh also cries.

The room begins to fill with massive amounts of water that

comes from a small hole in the ceiling.

The left light goes out. The right light goes out. Water can

be heard as it continues to to rapidly come out of the hole.

FADE OUT.


